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was born on November 25, 2008
to Shandrai Hall and Josama Joseph in Belleville,
NJ.

Zahmir was known as our "Mir Mir". He was
raised in Essex County and attended many
schools where he was adored by a community of
passionate and devoted educators. Not to
mention, the great supporters who thought the
world of him.

Very often, we tend to see the smiles of everyone
around us but to actually witness Zahmir's was
an unforgettable experience. Whether it being
showered with unconditional love from his
parents or being spoiled endlessly by his
grandparents, Zahmir had an effect on others
that was indescribable- the kind of effect that
helped us all realize what blessings were all
about.

Zahmir leaves his legacy within our hearts to be
cherished in memory by his loving parents
Shandrai Hall and Josama Joseph; Grandparents
Lashanda Hall (Predeceased) and Calvin
Marshall, Adeline and Jefuif Joseph; "Little-Big
Brother" Amari Joseph, and a host of loving
great grandparents, aunts, relatives, and
friends.
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We never had a conversation
but you're smile told a thousand words

Though you couldn't return my warm embrace
You expressed its acceptance on your face
You understood and were sure of my love,

 though I never heard it said
In your last moments,

I saw you resting peacefully on your bed
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Perhaps you sent a lovely card or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a floral piece if so, we saw it there.

Perhaps you spoke the kindest
words as any friend could say.

Perhaps you were not there at all
 just thought of us on that day.

Whatever you did to console our hearts,
We Thank You, Whatever the part.


